II.C
Preliminary Consultation
MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Address:

13 East Melrose St., Chevy Chase

Meeting Date:

3/27/2019

Resource:

Contributing Resource
Chevy Chase Village Historic District

Report Date:

3/20/2019

Applicant:

Thomas O’Donnell and Caroline Fawcett
(Vince Greene, Architect)

Public Notice:

3/13/2019

Review:

Preliminary Consultation

Tax Credit:

N/A

Case Number:

N/A

Staff:

Michael Kyne

PROPOSAL:

Partial demolition and construction of a new rear addition; driveway replacement.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the applicants make any revisions based upon the HPC’s comments and return for
a second preliminary consultation.
ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource
STYLE:
Dutch Colonial
DATE:
c. 1892-1916

Fig. 1: Subject property.
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PROPOSAL:
The applicants propose the following work items at the subject property:
•
•
•

Partial demolition of existing rear additions.
Construction of a new rear two-story addition.
Replacement of the existing aggregate concrete driveway with an interlocking concrete paver
driveway in the same footprint.

APPLICABLE GUIDELINES:
When reviewing alterations and new construction within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District
several documents are to be utilized as guidelines to assist the Commission in developing their decision.
These documents include the historic preservation review guidelines in the approved and adopted
amendment for the Chevy Chase Village Historic District (Guidelines), Montgomery County Code
Chapter 24A (Chapter 24A), and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Standards).
The pertinent information in these documents is outlined below.
Sec. 24A-8. Same-Criteria for issuance.
(a) The commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the evidence and
information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for which the permit is sought
would be inappropriate, inconsistent with or detrimental to the preservation, enhancement or ultimate
protection of the historic site or historic resource within an historic district, and to the purposes of this
chapter.
(b) The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to such
conditions as are found to be necessary to insure conformity with the purposes and requirements of
this chapter, if it finds that:
(1) The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or historic
resource within an historic district; or
(2) The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological,
architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic
resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the purposes of
this chapter; or
(3) The proposal would enhance or aid in the protection, preservation and public or private
utilization of the historic site or historic resource located within an historic district in a manner
compatible with the historical, archeological, architectural or cultural value of the historic site or
historic district in which an historic resource is located; or
(4) The proposal is necessary in order that unsafe conditions or health hazards be remedied; or
(5) The proposal is necessary in order that the owner of the subject property not be deprived of
reasonable use of the property or suffer undue hardship; [emphasis added] or
(6) In balancing the interests of the public in preserving the historic site or historic resource
located within an historic district, with the interests of the public from the use and benefit of the
alternative proposal, the general public welfare is better served by granting the permit.
(c) It is not the intent of this chapter to limit new construction, alteration or repairs to any 1 period or
architectural style.
(d) In the case of an application for work on an historic resource located within an historic district,
the commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or design
significance or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously impair the
historic or architectural value of surrounding historic resources or would impair the character of the
historic district. (Ord. No. 9-4, § 1; Ord. No. 11-59.)
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Chevy Chase Historic District Guidelines
The guidelines break down specific projects into three levels of review – Lenient, Moderate and Strict
Scrutiny.
“Lenient Scrutiny” means that the emphasis of the review should be on issues of general massing
and scale, and compatibility with the surrounding streetscape, and should allow for a very liberal
interpretation of preservation rules. Most changes should be permitted unless there are major problems
with massing, scale and compatibility.
“Moderate Scrutiny” involves a higher standard of review than “lenient scrutiny.” Besides issues
of massing, scale and compatibility, preserving the integrity of the resource is taken into account.
Alterations should be designed so that the altered structure still contributes to the district. Use of
compatible new materials, rather than the original building materials, should be permitted. Planned
changes should be compatible with the structure’s existing design, but should not be required to replicate
its architectural style.
“Strict Scrutiny” means that the planned changes should be reviewed to insure that the integrity
of the significant exterior architectural or landscaping features and details is not compromised. However,
strict scrutiny should not be “strict in theory but fatal in fact” i.e. it does not mean that there can be no
changes but simply that the proposed changes should be reviewed with extra care.
The Guidelines state three basic policies that should be adhered to, including:
•

Preserving the integrity of the contributing structures in the district. Alterations to contributing
structures should be designed in such a way that the altered structure still contributes to the
district.

•

Design review emphasis should be restricted to changes that will be visible from the front or side
public right-of-way, or that would be visible in the absence of vegetation or landscaping.

•

Alterations to the portion of a property that are not visible from the public right-of-way should be
subject to very lenient review. Most changes to rear of the properties should be approved as a
matter of course.

The Guidelines that pertain to this project are as follows:
Major additions should, where feasible, be placed to the rear of the existing structure so that they are less
visible from the public right-of-way. Major additions which substantially alter or obscure the front of the
structure should be discouraged but not automatically prohibited. For example, where lot size does not
permit placement to the rear, and the proposed addition is compatible with the street scape, it should be
subject to moderate scrutiny for contributing resources, but strict scrutiny for outstanding resources.
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation:
The Secretary of the Interior defines rehabilitation as “the act or process of making possible a compatible
use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features,
which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.” The Standards are as follows:
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2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity
of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that

if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.
STAFF DISCUSSION
The subject property is a c. 1892-1916 Dutch Colonial-style Contributing Resource within the Chevy Chase
Village Historic District. There is an attached below grade garage to the east (rear/right) of the house and
previous additions at the rear. The existing rear additions include a one-story octagonal structure roughly
centered on the rear of the house and a one-story structure to the west (left, as viewed from the front), which
projects beyond the west side of the house. There is a shed dormer at the rear, which was also added in
1984.
The applicants propose to construct a new two-story rear addition, completely removing the existing
octagonal rear addition and reusing portions of the existing rear addition to the west. The roof of the
existing below grade garage to the east will be extended to connect to the new addition, and the
westernmost portion of the existing shed dormer will be removed to accommodate the roof of the proposed
addition. An existing second-floor window on the historic house will be obscured by the proposed new
addition, and a new window is proposed to the east. The pitch of the proposed addition’s roof will be
dictated by that of the existing addition that will be reused and by the presence of the existing shed dormer.
The northwest corner of the historic house’s gambrel roof will be consumed by the roof of the proposed
addition. Shed dormers are proposed on the east and west sides of the proposed addition to provide
sufficient head height on the second-floor. The existing additions project 10’ into the rear yard, and the new
addition will project an additional 4’ to the rear (14’ total).
The Guidelines state the following regarding major additions:
•

Major additions should, where feasible, be placed to the rear of the existing structure so that they
are less visible from the public right-of-way. Major additions which substantially alter or obscure
the front of the structure should be discouraged but not automatically prohibited. For example,
where lot size does not permit placement to the rear, and the proposed addition is compatible with
the street scape, it should be subject to moderate scrutiny for contributing resources, but strict
scrutiny for outstanding resources.

While the proposed addition will be constructed at the rear, it will project beyond the west side of the
historic house and will be visible from the public right-of-way. Staff also finds that the addition will be at
least partially visible from oblique angles along East Melrose Street and from Newlands Street to the rear.
Because the addition will be visible from the public right-of-way, it should be reviewed with moderate
scrutiny. According to the Guidelines:
•

“Moderate Scrutiny” involves a higher standard of review than “lenient scrutiny.” Besides issues
of massing, scale and compatibility, preserving the integrity of the resource is taken into account.
Alterations should be designed so that the altered structure still contributes to the district. Use of
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compatible new materials, rather than the original building materials, should be permitted.
Planned changes should be compatible with the structure’s existing design, but should not be
required to replicate its architectural style.
Staff has the following concerns regarding the proposal:
•

•
•
•

The proposed addition will project beyond the west side of the historic house and be clearly
visible from the public right-of-way, where it has the potential to detract from the streetscape.
While, in some respects this is an existing condition, staff finds that is an incompatible alteration
that would not be approved as part of an entirely new rear addition.
The proposed addition will introduce various complex roof forms to the structure, which are
incompatible with the character of the historic house.
Removing the westernmost portion of the existing shed dormer results in an atypical condition at
the ridge of the historic house.
Regarding materials, the applicants propose to use compatible materials (i.e., shingle tile and
standing seam copper roofing, cedar shingle siding, and aluminum-clad SDL casement windows
to replace existing non-historic casement windows with snap-in grilles), but staff is concerned
about the compatibility of the proposed windows and doors with the style of the historic house.

Staff asks for the Commission’s guidance regarding the following:
•
•
•
•

Should the applicants explore alternatives that do not project beyond the west side of the historic
house?
Should the applicants explore alternatives with less complex roof forms?
Should the applicants explore alternatives that do not require the existing shed dormer to be
altered and/or partially removed?
Should the applicants explore alternative windows and doors with a more compatible number
and/or pattern of lites?

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
•

Staff recommends that the applicant make any revisions based upon the HPC’s comments and
return for a second preliminary consultation.
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March 11, 2019

Michael Kyrne
Montgomery County Planning Department
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
RE: Exterior Material Specification
13 East Melrose
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Mr Kyrne,
Per your request, below are the exterior material specifications for the above referenced
property. Supplemental specifications with more detail are enclosed. Please let us know if you
need any additional information
Sincerely,
David Myers
Vincent Greene Architects
____________________________________________________________________

Windows
Manufacturer: Marvin
Type: Ultimate Casement
Material: Aluminum clad exterior; painted pine interior
Color: Stone White
Glazing: Low E2 with Argon
Options: 7/8” simulated divided lites with stainless steel spacer bar between glass
Doors
Manufacturer: Marvin
Type: Ultimate Swinging French Door
Material: Aluminum clad exterior; painted pine interior
Color: Stone White
Glazing: Low E2 with Argon
Hardware: Oil Rubbed Bronze
Options: 7/8” simulated divided lites with stainless steel spacer bar between glass
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Tile Roofing
Manufacturer: Ludowici
Type: Shingle Tile - Greenwich
Material: Terra Cotta
Color: Custom blend to best match existing. Custom variation of “Aged Copper”
* Architect intends to salvage/reuse existing roofing removed from existing house and reuse to
maximum extent possible.
Metal Roofing
Manufacturer: N/A
Type: Standing Seam Metal
Material: 16oz Red Copper
Installation type: Hand-turned, 1” standing seam, 16”o.c., double lock
Wall Shingles
Manufacturer: N/A
Type: Wood wall shingles
Material: Certigrade Western Red Cedar; Number 1 Blue Label; non-rebutted/rejointed
Color: Solid stain; match existing
Exposure: 6”/match existing
Shutters
Manufacturer: Timberlane
Type: Endurian
Material: Composite
Color: match existing
Profile: FP1
Hardware: “S” Style Tiebacks and pintels to match existing
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13 East Melrose

1.

Window Specification

03.11.19

Manufactured Units
Description: Factory-assembled Aluminum Clad Ultimate Casement/Awning, operating exterior
swing window on Casement as manufactured by Marvin Windows and Doors, Warroad,
Minnesota.

2.

Frame Description
A. Interior: Non Finger-Jointed Pine
B. Frame exterior aluminum clad with 0.050 inch (1.3mm) thick extruded aluminum
C. Frame thickness: 1 3/16” (30mm)
D. Frame depths for full frame units have an overall 5 21/32” jamb (144mm). 4 9/16” (116mm)
jamb depth from the nailing fin plane to the interior face of the frame for new construction.

3.

Sash Description
A. Interior: Non Finger-Jointed Pine
B. Sash exterior aluminum clad with 0.050” (1.3mm) thick extruded aluminum
C. Sash thickness: 1 5/8” (41mm) and 1 7/8” (48mm) for full frame units.
D. Stiles and Rails: 2 1/16” (52mm)
E. Sash Option: Optional tall bottom rail: 3 9/16” (90mm)
F. Interior Sash Sticking: Ogee

4.

Glazing
A. Select quality complying with ASTM C 1036. Insulating glass SIGMA/IGCC certified to
performance level CBA when tested in accordance with ASTM E 2190
B. Glazing method: Insulating glass
C. Glazing seal: Silicone bedding at interior and exterior
D. Glass Type: Low E2 with Argon

5.

Finish
Exterior: Aluminum clad. Fluoropolymer modified acrylic topcoat applied over primer. Meets or
exceeds AAMA 2605 requirements.
Aluminum clad color: Stone White
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13 East Melrose
6.

Window Specification

03.11.19

Hardware
Casement operating hardware:
1. Locks: Multi-point sequential concealed locking system in the jamb opposite the hinge side
for casement units. Lock handles are removable, non-handed and are available in the
same finishes as the handles. Standard tie bars, cams and keepers – steel coated with EGard ™. Keeper features a roller for reduce average lock force and does not easily
disengage with the cam even under severe loading. Stainless steel packages are
available for coastal application.
2. Handles: Standard operating handle is a folding handle, zinc painted with the standard
folding cover being molded plastic. Available colors: standard is Satin Taupe (painted),
White (painted), Bronze (painted), Matte Black (painted), Satin Chrome (plated), Satin
Nickel (plated), Oil Rubbed Bronze (plated), Brass (plated), Antique Brass (plated)
3. Hinges: One at the sill to bottom rail, one at the head jamb to top rail. Hinges are steel
coated with E-Gard™. Hinge track is stainless steel. Unit with a frame OM of 20 inches
(508mm) and greater use an 18 inch (457mm) wash/egress hinge to allow the sash to
slide across the frame opening which causes the sash exterior to rotate towards the user
for easy wash ability. Units under a frame OM of 20 inches (508mm)width use a standard
2 bar hinge which will position the sash when fully open to 90degrees for the user to wash
but does not include the feature of sliding the sash across the opening and rotating the
exterior towards the user.
4. Factory Installed Window Opening Control Device (WOCD): Minimum frame OSM
26” (660mm) x 19 ¼” (489mm); Maximum frame OSM 40” (1016mm) x 92” (2337mm) – if
frame is less than 36” than 36” (914mm) x 96 1/8” (2442mm). WOCD locking assembly:
Factory installed. Die Cast. Color: Satin Taupe, Bronze, White, Matte Black, Oil Rubbed
Bronze, Brass, Satin Nickel, Antique Brass, Polished Chrome, and Satin Chrome. WOCD
tether assembly: Factory installed. Glass filled nylon. Color: E-Gard™ color match.

7.

Weather Strip
A. Weather strip at the frame is a hollow-foamed material bent around 90 degree corner to allow
for seamless corner joints
Color: Beige
B. Sash weather strip bulb shaped glass filled material
Color: White

8.

Insect Screen
A. Crank Out
1. Aluminum frame finish: Stone White
2. Screen mesh: Charcoal Fiberglass
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13 East Melrose

Window Specification

03.11.19

10. Simulated Divided Lites (SDL)
A. 7/8” (22mm) wide
B. Exterior muntins: 0.055” (1.4mm) thick extruded aluminum
C. Interior muntins: Pine
D. Muntins adhere to glass with closed-cell copolymer acrylic foam tape
E. Sticking: Ogee
F. Patterns: Per Elevations
G. Finish – exterior matches exterior aluminum clad colors, interior matches’ interior wood
species and color
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13 East Melrose
1.

Door Specification

03.11.19

Manufactured Units
A. Description: Factory-assembled Aluminum Clad Ultimate Inswing / Outswing French Door
manufactured by Marvin Windows and Doors, Ripley, Tennessee.

2.

Frame Description
A. Interior: Non Finger-Jointed Pine
B. Frame exterior aluminum clad with 0.050” (1.3mm) thick extruded aluminum
C. Frame width: 4 9/16” (116mm); 6 9/16” (167mm)
D. Frame thickness: 1 1/16” (27mm)
E. Inswing French Door Sill: A single pultrusion of Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP), also known as
Ultrex®, provides superior thermal performance
1. An integral weep system is part of a water management system that directs any incidental
moisture to the exterior
2. Sill depth is 5 5/8” (143mm) for 4 9/16” (116mm) wall application and 7 5/8” (194mm) for 6
9/16” (167mm) jambs
3. Finish: bronze

3.

Panel Description
A. Interior: Non Finger-Jointed Pine
B. Panel exterior aluminum clad with 0.050” (1.3mm) thick extruded aluminum
C. Panel thickness: 1 ¾” (44mm)
D. Top rail and stile width: 4 ¾” (121mm)
E. Sidelite stile width: 3” (76mm)
F. Traditional French Door bottom rail height: 8 1/8” (206mm)

4.

Glazing
A. Select quality complying with ASTM C 1036; Shall comply with 16 CFR 1201 Safety Standard
for Architectural Glazing Materials
B. Glazing Method: Tempered Insulating Glass (altitude adjusted)
C. Standard interior wood cope sticking: Ogee
D. Glass Type: Low E2 with Argon
E. Glazing Seal: Silicone bedding, exterior
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13 East Melrose
5.

Door Specification

03.11.19

Finish
A. Exterior: Aluminum Clad. Fluoropolymer modified acrylic topcoat applied over primer. Meets
AAMA 2605 requirements.
1. Aluminum clad color options: Stone White
2. Custom colors: Contact your Marvin representative
B. Interior Finish Options:
Prime: Factory-applied enamel primer. Available on Pine product only. Meets WDMA
TM-11 requirements.

6.

Hardware
A. Adjustable Hinges:
1. 4 ¼” x 3 ¾” with 3/8” radius corners. Adjustment is 3/16” for horizontal and vertical of
panels in frame.
2. Rectangular doors have three adjustable hinges on 6-6, 6-8, 7-0 and 8-0 heights; optional
four hinges on 7-0 and 8-0 heights
3. Arch top doors have three adjustable hinges up to 80” (2032mm). Units greater than
84” (2134mm) have four hinges
4. Finish: Satin Taupe with steel substrate
a. Optional powder coat finish: Gold tone, Dark Bronze, Silver Frost, White
5. Optional metal finish: Brass PVD, Oil Rubbed Bronze PVD, Satin Nickel PVD, Antique
Brass, Satin Chrome, Oil Rubbed Bronze, or Polished Chrome.
B. Traditional Handle Set:
Metal finish: Oil Rubbed Bronze
D. Locking System:
1. Active panel: Marvin exclusive concealed multi-point locking system. Stainless steel head
and shoot bolts operated from lever set. One inch dead bolt.
2. Inactive panel: Manual stainless steel head and shoot bolts with dummy handle. Optional
Stainless steel head and shoot bolts operated with inactive handle.

8.

Weather Strip
A. Inswing: Head jamb and side jambs to have 2 rows of bulb weather strip maintaining contact
with door panel. Color: black
B. Inswing and Outswing: Threshold to have bulb weather strip maintaining contact with bottom
of panel. Color: black
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13 East Melrose

Door Specification

03.11.19

C. Inswing: Vinyl panel drip applied to bottom rail. Color: black

11. Simulated Divided Lites (SDL)
A. 7/8” (22mm) wide
B. Muntins: Pine interior, aluminum clad exterior
C. Muntins adhere to glass with double coated acrylic foam tape
D. Sticking:
1. Standard: Ogee
2. Optional: Square
E. Pattern: Rectangular, Cottage, Custom lite layout
F. Finish: Match panel finish
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ROOF TILE
BARREL TILE
SHINGLE TILE

OVERVIEW

DETAILS

ACCESSORIES

COLORS & TEXTURES

TESTING & CERTIFICATIONS

INTERLOCKING TILE
SHAKE TILE
SLATE TILE
GRADUATED & TAPERED
TILE
CUSTOM TILE
IMPORTED TILE

ROOF

Greenwich is a ½” thick "at slab shingle tile with a battered surface
and a rounded distressed bottom edge. #is historic tile provides a
charming, aged appearance to any structure, without losing the
security of a solid terra cotta roof. Greenwich shingle tiles are

available in standard and custom matte colors, mists and blends.
Ludowici’s Greenwich clay shingle tile is covered by a 75-year
material warranty.

ACCESSORIES
HIP & RIDGE SYSTEMS
DECORATIVE
ACCESSORIES
UNDERLAYMENT &
FASTENERS

FLOOR TILE
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QUARRY TILE

WALL
CLADDING &
SOLAR
SHADES

CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT PER
SQUARE

1575 lbs.

PIECES PER
SQUARE

317 pcs.

OVERALL SIZE

7" x 15" x 1/2"

EXPOSURE

7" x 6-1/2"

INSTALLED
BARREL HEIGHT
OFF DECK
MINIMUM
SLOPE
BASE TEXTURE
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SAMPLES & PRICING

Contact Ludowici today to order samples, review pricing and more.

ORDER NOW

CONTACT

IMPORTANT LINKS NEWSLETTER

4757 Tile Plant Rd.

Products

PO Box 69

New Lexington, Ohio
43764
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Phone 1: (800)

Resources

945-8453

Blog

Phone 2: (740)

Crown Roofers

342-1995

SIGN
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Opportunities

CONTACT
US
© 2019 Ludowici Roof Tiles. All rights reserved.

SALES TEAM LOGIN
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